RESULTS

TROPHIES ATTRIBUTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL JURY

PHOTO TROPHY – AWARDED BY NIKON

PRINT TROPHY – AWARDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CALVADOS
1st prize: Samuel FOREY – Mossoul : cinq offensives pour une bataille – Le Figaro – IRAK

RADIO TROPHY – AWARDED BY THE D-DAY LANDING CPMMITTEE
1st prize: Gwendoline DEBONO – L’entrée dans Mossoul – Europe 1 – IRAK

TELEVISION TROPHY – AWARDED BY AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
1st prize: Waad AL-KATEAB – Le dernier hôpital d’Alep détenu par les rebelles – Channel 4 - SYRIE

GRAND FORMAT TELEVISION TROPHY – AWARDED BY SCAM
1st prize: Olivier SARBIL – Dans la bataille de Mossoul – Channel 4 News – IRAK

YOUNG REPORTER TROPHY (PHOTO) – SPONSORED BY CAPA PRESSE TV
1st prize: May JEONG – La mort venue du ciel – The Intercept – AFGHANISTAN - USA

VIDEO IMAGE TROPHY (TELEVISION AND GRAND FORMAT TELEVISION) – SPONSORED BY BEW TV / ARTE / FRANCE 24
1st prize: Olivier SARBIL – Dans la bataille de Mossoul – Channel 4 News - IRAK

HONORARY AWARDS

REGIONAL PRIZE FOR STUDENTS AND TRAINEES OF NORMANDY (TELEVISION)
1st prize: Waad AL-KATEAB – Le dernier hôpital d’Alep détenu par les rebelles – Channel 4 - SYRIE

OUEST-FRANCE – JEAN MARIN PRIZE (PRINT)
1st prize: Fritz SCHAAP – Despair and debauchery in Assad’s Capital – Der Spiegel – SYRIE

PUBLIC’S CHOICE AWARD (PHOTO) – SPONSORED BY THE FRENCH DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (AFD)
1st prize: Antoine AGOUDJIAN – La conquête de Mossoul ouest – Le Figaro Magazine - IRAK